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PENTHOUSES 

She grips my hand tight through Broadway crowds 

(The lights of Times Square put her shine to shame), 

On Park we cross a cad—damn his horn’s loud- 

Huh ... even city-fed roses make her lips look lame. 

At St. Patrick's wedding-white mocks her complexion, 

So she ducks and hides behind her grimy locks; 

Even Grand Central’s ragged music selection 

Is much preferred to her needy moan, which it blocks. 

We pass by Chanel where I lose her natural scent 

(After a hot day of sweating, it’s a much-needed break); 

There’s no way her looks could pay New York rent, 

And for being moody she sure takes the cake; 

But even though I may look at penthouses in awe, 

I’ll gladly walk home with her-gritty and raw. 

Geoff Kellogg 
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BE 

Go ahead butterball. 

Bleach your onyx skin 

and trim your thick hips. 

Be otherwise. Lean 

long and black against 

the crisp of papered sky. 

You say you don’t dance, 

while stepping to the rhythm 

of a bumping boom band. 

But baby flatter, just batter me, 

and remember that sometimes 

you don’t hate to catch 

the bounce of a heating beat. 

Emily White 
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BABEL 

My nose Pressed your neck 

and the prarie between 

your skull and back 

smelled like leather cooked 

taut into boiled squash. 

That day I named you 

Squanto and began 

to carve the light 

of your heel-toe 

stride in heaven bound 

totem poles. 

One day you ugly 

up and died, 

but my knife drew 

the story of your step 

into the sky 

as a blaze of pilgrimage 

and Thanksgiving, 

with feathers stretched 

proud across your head. 

Emily White 
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Brantley Highfill 

AbandonedShe/ter 

Instillation, Oil on Found Umbrellas 
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GOOD MORNING 

Please close the shade. 

I am too Tired 

to roll over 

or close my eyes 

or sleep with any light. 

The morning is sharp 

like popping balloons, 

and all I want 

is to lay under itching 

wool blankets 

GOOD MORNING 

I understand that 

mothers crack 

the lisp and stutter of no 

and smiling, 

echo now. 

And that God peeps 

under the skirts of hell, 

with the devil’s sporty cape 

borrowed across his back. 

It is counting 

the number of carnations, 

and then the number of roses, 

to decide if a church 

is laid for a funeral 

or a wedding procession. 

Emily White 
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REPEAT 

“You’ll eat your words and crawl 

into the sink of yesterday’s mess.” 

But that’s not what I wanted to do at all. 

I felt like summer without walls, 

easy as the last time I slept. 

I laughed when you told me to crawl. 

I straightened my skirt, stood, and walked 

the stretch down 57th, headed west, 

not wondering how you were feeling. Not at all 

Remembering the cold, I lifted my collar 

and wondered if I would turn home yet, 

but that’s not what I wanted to do at all. 

I don’t think I remember how to crawl. 

Emily White 
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20 YEARS LATER 

The front door was black, not red, and it trickled open, 

surprised and sentimental for the moment. 

The stairs, still blue, were absent of the dusting of Marley’s 

fur that used to coat this worn down carpet. 

Upstairs was dark. There were burnt out lights, and dark paint 

blanketed the walls that lost their luster, life, everything. 

The closet on the left was cluttered with clothes of colors 

like the depth of an ocean of the obvious bruise that comes 

from sliding down the stair railing that disappeared. 

And the kitchen floor was deathly cold; it would burn any foot 

hustling to the TV room, cluttered with magazines 

no on has read, but everyone has seen. 

The flowers outside were closed, while the setting sun 

breathed a final fire haze over the back porch 

where the brown lily sticks stuck out from the wash 

of lily leaves mimicking birds legs rooted in the ground. 

I walked back through the house again to take a second 

to look at this place I knew; I used to know. 

I stepped out the front into hot sand, eyes fixed ahead 

so I couldn’t see the house crumble into nothing. 

Ryan Bates 
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ELEGY 

This was the summer that never went by, 
no matter the sky's blue, 
the summer of the wind's legend, 
setting the nets on the courts 
mutelv swinoina - 
ashen trailers from the kindled ascent of Discovery - 
how they would have mourned Discovery! 
This was a summer of by-the-by, 
of elemental smoking swinging 
In the playground, of clouds submitting to blue 
after rah, the summer of the robin's courts, 
the jurtedtetion of the breeze’s steep ledge. 
This was the summer that legend 
crumpled after an accidental dtecovery, 
that h a closet by the basketbal courts, 

opened by 
someone looking simmer, he thought, h navy blue, 
appeared his drowsing roommate, swinging. 
This was the summer friends danced, swinging 
their smflng, slant partners fee legends 
and the fireworks coruscated blue 
and brazen h heaven, the archon entrals of Discovery. 

This was a summer no augury was to be done by 
any shapes h the sky over the courts, 
the summer that courted 
the Ight, swinging 
skirts of daylght savings and was passed by, 
petrified Into a granite ledger, 
snoring Wan awaiting dtecovery 
In shadowy holows, unexposed to the blatant blue. 

This was to be the summer of Into the blue, 
the summer time was deposed from its courts. 
a summer of covering, not of dtecovery 
and tralers of pale fire against the sky. twisting, swinging; 
this was the summer with no citations, no legend 
to read it by. 

From above, the wind s swinging, the blue-egged robin 
In her courts, tracked a cortege of black cars, a mle-marker legend 
Inching Its way to some dtecovery. The summer never went by. 

- Bert PhMps 
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The Old Ammons Place 

Nobody thinks bears bequeath 
may do. 

Some wtf In quiet a pie 

a fish's head, a room beneath 
the turf. 

Some rage and bat the firs 
to earth. 

Here where the Ammons place 
once stood, 

a cairn of tumbled bricks nursing 
Jasmine - 

meditates a glen of Queen Anna s lace 
and rest 

pMowed stools from rituals 
long passed. 

The air is reticent Poplars staunch 
the sky. 

Bears, less frequently these years, come 
to pass 

on their Ives: when Old Father's paunch, 
Bee clouds 

would densely lumber from the shades 
dark house. 

The shels of flowers, lassos caught 
in time, 

have duled, stunned by aftermath. 
Blflck flacks 

are buried in their white, that ought 
to seal 

off more. Just shy of dreaming. StM slow 
to kneel 

The way one knows where one has been, 
this place 

forgets its old famHars. 
A few 

bears gather, shadowed in 
the cant 

of dusk, near the falen bricks 
to chant 

- Bert P https 
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Visiting Hazel 

Her apartment is 85 degrees 
and she's wearing a sweater 
under her Christmas smock. 
She cracks the door and heat fans into the haL 

She s been writing thank-you notes 
in her impeccable teacher s handwriting. 
I wfl receive one promptly enough to respond 
within acceptable time. 

She asks me to show her the Electric Side, 
so we push her coffee table out of the way 
with its colection of mysteries, 
Sports Rostrated, and books on basebal 

She gets the basics then needs to rest 
I kid her about weighing less than her age. 
She laughs; a tinklng bel in a hardware store 
seldom visited. 

-Kate Flynn 
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saran miner 
u.wtltled, oil ow wood 
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One Hu* Jessica Vogel 
sum Luite avuX rice paper 



Bamboo and rocks Jessica Vogel 
•Su.mi Ikvfe arv,d rice paper | j 



Betsy Rives 
Oil DV^ C-fllAA/flS 
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oil oia, cflm/fls 
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Bly Brown 
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I wM hold a heavy magnet 
To the steeled records of the world. 

Chafc-marked, innumerable winter; 
My letters void of words. 

There is an electric dock 
At the hal s near end 
That never ticks 
And always tocks. 

Rob McFeeley 



White Ink 

The swimmer swims 
back and forth, 
fourth lap and back, 
the runner runs 
on a track, 
escaping, 
backtracking, 
the student thinks 
about his studtos, 
but never studtos 
the unthinkable, 
the artist creates 
a masterpiece, 
and the others see 
only white ink. 

-Ryan Bates 



Greyhound, December 22 

The needty fingers of camaraderie start poking me 
when the guy sits down, rubs Ns oMy hair 
against the velveteen seat, 
and tels me he ran away early this morning. 

I Rsten through closed eyes whfle Ns East Tennessee 
accent moves over me Hce a roHng pin. 
Hs Internet Girlfriend is in Detroit with her kid, 
waiting to meet him for the first time; 
his famly is waking up to find him gone. 

The Bghts switch on Hce an alarm dock when we stop 
at a Texaco; two more passengers stray down the aisle. 
When they shove their bags of presents onto the shelf above us 
the bows flutter down, christening the greasebaL 

-Kate Flynn 
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Brantley Hfchfl 
wet Photography with oil nvui Acetone Transfer 

I 
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Bebop 

A black man plays the saxophone 
onstage with a woman whose fingers start to 
pop. 
She sings "you have no one to cal your own'' 

looking at the young man in the front row. 
He puls his wife closer, Ns arms Hce a lock, 
a black man plays the saxophone. 

Later that night the couple curls up at home, 
two long, naked bodtos cupped on a cot 
she sighs "you have no one to cal your own. 

He puts a scratched record on the gramophone. 
She mixes drinks, looks out into Bronx. 
A black man starts playing the saxophone. 

The woman closes her eyes to the horn's blow, 

and the summer voice throbs Hce onyx, 
it s singing "you have no one to cal your own." 

She echoes back in brandy-thick alto, 
he kisses her Ips and swalows al songs. 
A black man plays a saxophone 
that sings skee^doobop be-dop, ba-doo bo-bone. 

-Kate Flynn 
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is a student made magazine designed to enlighten the students 

of Wake Forest about the creative people surrounding them. Our hope with this project 
is to encourage people to develop their own creative talents whether it be art, music, writing, 

or something completely different. 
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Preparing for her senior honors show to be hel 
in the Hanes Gallery in Scales, Martha explore 
the esthetic natures of fabrics through spray 
paint, oils and gel mediums for her various 

collage work. Her fabrics include, lace, quilts, 
and even silk that she brought back from a vet 
influential tnp?tb Vietnam. 

Martha also has a strong interest in 
design, and after studying for a summer at 

Parsons, an art school in New York City, has 

decided to combine Jheir two passions. Tex¬ 
tiles are meant to be esthetically pleasing, and 
although art in today’s age tends to be skeptic^ 
about “pretty” art, she has decided to push this 
subject to the max instead of running imthe op 

posite direction. She sees textiles and fabrics i 
mediums that are very similar to paint. 

ni ji=i: 
hues 

t^ach work in this show is loosely knit to¬ 

gether with the common element of the origin! 
fabric and visual pattern. Individually, the 

paintings then each take different personali¬ 
ties from each other, visually exemplifying thd 
different transformations and paths which can 
take place in various lineages and pedigrees. 
Some works are overtly feminine with whimsi' 
cal tones, others with elements of sophistica¬ 
tion, romanticism, and predictability, while stil 
others are raw and polluted. Still much like a 
textile design, this body of work has forced 

me to embrace aesthetic beauty and intrigue, 
revealing it as a key component of the nature d| 
design.” 



W~ /: 
A Martha, enthusiastic to talk about her^ork, gaveiffl insight- Her honors show will tak^pl^ee April 30th to May 4th. 

and an obviously well thought out statement. She has a It is rare to have so much individual attention given to a 

i 

2 

, 

^ normally follows her intu- 

’ i ion; allowing the fabrics 
51 A pattern to be her starting 

point. An honors show is 

A hu§e commitment that is 
worked on all semester. 
Each faculty member in 

the art departments meets 

with Martha to talk about 
her work and the direc¬ 
tion it is going in. The 

^ show must include ten 

\ ^ str°ng pieces, which is of- 

direction but she is not bound by ^strict layout. Instead, she by numerous faculty members within an Art department that is 
--^ ^ % % Vj % V, V % % ZZ Y* y, V 4. 

z ten a very daunting task. 

Despite the hard work 

and endless hours spent, 
to have such a show is a 

Green 

Devil Wears Prada 

Ghost Dad 

Miranda 

Music: Classical, Nickel Back, The Fray 

Artist: Toulouse-Lautrec and Miriam Schapiro 

Mentor: PageLaughlin 

'■'““v^ucna snow is a p'AA Z 
wonderful opportunity, especially for an undergraduate. Her 
honor0"1-^ I I » 4* x A in'Martha’s work or commision 

rather small. As Martha 

states, “because of the 
size of the department, I 
was never exposed to a 
wide breadth of teaching 

styles or critiques that I 
would have gained had 
there been multiple pro¬ 
fessors in my concentra¬ 
tion.” Despite the small¬ 
ness of the department 
Martha says that she has 
greatly enjoyed her four 

years and feels prepared 
to go on to graduate 
school, weather in Design 

or Studio Art. 

>rs show will take place April 30th to May 4th, *if interested in;" Martha’s work ot commisions contact her at napimb3@nfu.edu 
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ivj ilia 
TV f HOW: The Office, Project Runway 

FAVORITE COLOR: Baby blue 

FAVORITE MOVIE: Little Miss Sunshine 

INSTRUMENT OF CHOICE: Gibson Nighthawk. 

PACT ClCf: Ziggies, Eliot’s review, The Garage, Ace’s 

Basement in Greensboro, and other random events on campus. 

ADVICE FOR BEING ON fTACE: Relax 
don’t worry about what the audience wants, and just do what >v 

want and your confidence will make you better. 

FAVORITE ARTIST: Ryan Adams 

BY ANY OTHER NAME 3 Timothy 

TV fHOW GROWING UP: Doug 

WAKE fUPPORT OF MUSIC: Music theor, 
class taught him a lot about the piano. Events like Battle of the 
Bands gives him an opportunity to perform, but he would like 
more concerts where you don’t need to compete-pfe? g 

What do artist like, Britney Spears, Vanessa Carlton, The Yeah Yeah Yeahs, Sigur Ros, and Nelly, have in common? They are 
* all covered by our very talented Christopher Browder, who takes an interesting view on some of our cultures most popular music. 

Not only does Christopher cover other artists, but he also develops his own music. Whether he is performing a cover I or his own material, he does so for different reasons, although he finds both to be very enjoyable. He likes doing cover songs 
because of the simplicity, but finds that only doing cover songs can become a little “quirky”. Sometimes he finds that his own 
music tends to be too complicated, but there is always a huge sense of accomplishment when you make your own stuff. 

Browder began his musical journey by taking cello lessons, from there he learned the bass, and then eventually he I taught himself the guitar. He started playing cover songs when he was in high school with a rendition of Britney Spears, but 
his first successful cover song was White Houses by Vanessa Carlton. As we interviewed him he joked about how he became 

\ disturbingly obsessed with the track, and how eventually it got to the point where he had trouble concentrating in class because 

he would play the song over and over in his head. He would make up his own lyrics for the song, until finally he had to skip 

class one day and record his own version of the song, which cured him of his disease. He claims that he has met people with 
j 10. the same ‘White Houses’ obsession. 



the 

FUTURE CAREER: We asked Christopher what his plans were 

with music. Once he graduates he told us he definitely plans to try to turn 
it into a living, but he doesn’t want to follow the path of the “singer/song 
Writer crowd.. .like John Mayer” as he explains it. He continued to say that 

there is nothing wrong with that, but it’s just not the direction he intends 

to start out in. His next step is to try and get signed onto a label. He has 
started the tedious task of making contacts by getting in touch with local 
hands from his hometown that have turned their music into successful 
careers. So far this tactic has gotten Christopher’s music in the hands of 

President of Vagrant Records, who works with bands like Saves the Day, 
arid reportedly likes what he has heard from Browder. If things don t work 
°ut with Vagrant however, he intends to tour around and see where that will 
take him. 

CURRENT COAL: Right now Christopher is making demos 

°f his own work so he can start setting himself up with a label. He is also 
Working on finding locations for a possible tour. Browder is too humble to 
advertise himself or partake in any other kind of self promotion, so he is 
trying to find solid band members to allow him to promote something larger 

than just himself. At the moment Christopher is not worried about making 

money with his music. He feels that since he is still in college money is 
5^t a primary concern, but wants only to focus on developing his music. 

J* Christopher Browder’s music is on My space under 

J name Mansions or his old name Good Driver. 

11. 



NBXT December, family and friends 
will open their hardworking mailboxes a phot! 

.card from the Wright-Pelczar clan, “Wishing^ 
"you happy holldays^ahdTainbowsand unrctfll 
in the new year.” But this won’t be'your 
everyday, stiff-posed, stiff-smiled, stiff-upper' 
lip family portrait. Thanks to my brother Jack, 

our tongues are out, we are making vaguely 
sacrilegious devil horns with our hands, and 
we are really happy, not “say cheese” happy 
- we are ROCK. ROCK is Jack’s code to liv! 

by; ROCK is Jack’s Bill of Rights; ROCK) 
both the writing surface and the words thfl 

comprise Jack’s Ten Commandments. I’fl 
not sure that I, Jack’s friends, or anyone 
in a government think tank could tell you 

exactly what ROCK is, but you know it 
when you see it. ROCK is going camping 

in the Blue Ridge with nothing but a box o* 

matches and walking potion, rumored to be : 
one part sugar, ten parts whiskey. ROCK is ft 
being that guy at the party who always ends I 

up without a shirt - no one knows why and no one is phased. ROCK is viewing a stagnant front row at a Red Hot Chili Peppers I 
concert from the nose bleed seats, then sneaking down to the front row for the encore, and head banging so vigorously that you 
can’t move your neck for a week. ROCK is going on a road trip with your sister, your little brother, and her best friend singing 
Disney songs at the top of your lungs, without even considering that you may be embarrassing yourself. ROCK is III 
listening to Asian techno while racing a train so that your car won’t have to wait for it to choochoo across the 
road crossing. 1 hear tell that ROCK is also some things that a sister really shouldn’t be aware of, both ROCK ^lif" 
and I think that is definitely for the best. ROCK is unashamed and un-self-conscious. ROCK is curious, 
but less along the lines of George and more like King Kong. ROCK is irreverent but sincere, and it has 
a good poker face. ROCK is in no mood for bullshit. ROCK is ready to party. ROCK could use a nap (; uXLZ 9 
but you didn’t hear it from me. ROCK is 24/7/365. ROCK is your dream come true. ROCK is your * ^ 
worst nightmare. ROCK is totally aware, if ROCK may quote Tom Robbins that “life is too serious 
to be taken so seriously.” ROCK doesn’t care that in the last 30 minutes I wrote “ROCK is” eighteen 
times. We won’t rock you, ROCK will rock you. For the most part, you can trust ROCK, its solid, _ 

the product of millions of years of geo-cultural development, the foundation for our lives and the 

stgg^^^our da^^^^^^^.^^^^^^rf^e cradle but ROCK isn’t going anywhere. When X I|p|| 
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Political Science and Art minor 

Junior 

forest green 

FAY CLATT: Poly Sci called 

terrorism and political violence’ 

MOVIE: Shaw Shank Redemption 

1LTER ECO NAME: Likes his 
current name 

BACKUP PLAN: Survivor contestant 

[Yimrilrt 
T 1 

A YEAR AGO 

A PROFESSOR 

CALLED ME A 

RACIST 
I HAD TO REPLY 

HE WAY 

TOTALLY INSANE 



THUMBNAIL SKETCHES IN SKETCHBOOK » DETAILED PENCIL 

DRAWING » LIGHT BOX TO TRACE WITH INK ON DRAWING PAPER » 
SHARPIES. MICRO PENS AND A FOUNTAIN PEN » SCAN AND A LITTLE 
BIT OF TOUCH UP IN PHOTOSHOP (EACH STEP TAKES ABOUT IH) 

Probably the most controversial artist on campus, William 
barren is the well known political cartoonist for The Old Gold 
and Black. Every week he submits around 2 different editorial 
cartoons plus his original strip staring a Sasquatch-esque 
creature; ‘Lummox’. William spends about 10 hours a week 
forking on his comics and the time spent definitely shows. He 
nas received multiple awards for his cartoons and has had his 
sfrips published in various publications nation wide. 

Warren started drawing comics early at 6 years old. His 
jtrst published work was in a small publication in fifth grade, 
cat it was not until high school when William finally found 
what gave him passion as an artist: Politics. Warren says that 
jt Was 9/11 that woke him up to the world, and ever since then 
.e has followed current events diligently. With his talent as an 
illustrator, he quickly was able to funnel his political views into 
ais artwork. Ever since then he has worked to perfect his artistic 
style so that hopefully after college he could do his cartoons full 
time. 

Like almost all other artistic careers the field of editorial 
Cartoons is a very competitive, narrow field. Warren’s current 
c°nnections are limited, but he is quite determined to try his best 
at getting his cartoons published in city papers as well as national 

publications. Currently a junior, William is entering as many 
contests as possible in hopes of building up a strong portfolio and 
to gain recognition as a competent editorial cartoonist. 

"I Wl!UI COT MORE FEEDBACK FROM THE STUDENT II 
BODY, OCCASIONALLY I WILL CET SOME SCATHINC 1 
LETTER TO THE EDITOR RUT THAT'! PRETTY RARE" 

Even though Warren may not have nation-wide fame 
as a cartoonist, anyone who reads the paper at Wake knows his 
cartoons. At a university where most students and faculty members 
lean to the right, Warren’s similarly conservative cartoons are well 
accepted by many of the students, but not everyone is a republican. 
Warren has received quite a few letters of disagreement from his 
readers. Notably, William got one from a professor that called 
him a racist. Warren’s comics are controversial but according to 
William the student body is not reacting as much as he wishes 
they would. He wishes he received many more letters then he 
does now, be it criticism or praise. His goal as an artist is to create | 
impact and without a responsive viewer he can not hope to better 
himself as a truly influential cartoonist. 

William has comics published weekly in the Old Gold and Black and updates j 
his website regularly, WWW.WARRENTOONI.COM, with new work. 
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PROSE 

“Ismael” 
Joseph Mauro 

i smael was born at age two, and from that point we knew his life would 
be different. He came into the world under a rock outcropping, barely 
protected from the bitter wind in the dusty mountains of Afghanistan. 
Only his mother and aunt were present, which troubled him. Being of 
that whiny age, he asked indignantly, “Why didn’t my father come to see 
my birth!?” We can’t quite remember the answer they gave - it was 
nothing serious, his father was just busy with something or other - but 
we knew from that point that Ismael would be unhappy with the world 

he was handed. 

His mother and aunt showered him with love and affection. He ate 

well, he wore the best purple clothes, and at the slightest whimper both 

women rushed to sweep him up and console him. Still, his displeasure 
persisted. We remember he always asked for his father, but he rarely 
saw him. In fact, he only saw his shadow, late at night, behind the 
lavender lace curtain over the entrance to his mother’s bedroom. One 
day, about a month or so after Ismael was born, his father left. It was the 
first time Ismael had ever seen him, and he was already four years old. 
His father wore heavy black leather boots and light brown camouflage 
pants. He carried a plastic machine gun and wore a brown helmet on 
his head. Ismael saw him for the first time beneath the sun, mounting a 
jeep in the caked sod. Ismael climbed in the jeep too, wondering if he 
should hide from this man. 



But Ismael was mistaken. It was not his father he saw - it was, however, the 
same man he had heard late at night from behind his mother’s thin curtain. 
“Where are you going, dad?” he asked the American soldier. “I’m taking you 
home, son.” 

The flight was long and bumpy, and Ismael felt small on all accounts. Small 
between ten Army men; small sunken into a mesh seat so that his feet left the 
floor; small when compared to the vast deserts and forests and seas that he 
watched pass beneath him. By the time he landed in Georgia, Ismael was seven 
years old. We told you his life would be different. 

After a couple years in the Atlanta district school system, twelve-year-old Ismael 
decided to hitchhike to New York City. It was not difficult; strangely, or not 
strangely, every other man that passed his tilted thumb felt as if he were leaving 
his own son on the roadside. Guilt is a strong emotion -- no wonder Ismael got 
easy rides. 

We remember him asking all around New York for his father. We observed him 
through telescope lenses, tugging waiters’ aprons at coffee shops in Greenwich 
Village, pestering fat Italian men spinning pizza dough in Brooklyn, roaming the 

dumps on Staten Island. He even came to ask us once. I assured him that I was 
not his father, and neither were any of the eight million others in the city. “Well, 
what am I doing here?” he asked me. “Oh, your father is here,” I said. “You 
know, New York is a great place for artsy types, and that’s what your father is.” 

In fact, we thought Ismael’s father was more than artsy. He was deranged, 
actually. We knew it was best for Ismael not to see him yet. Even so, in a 
moment of paternal weakness, we gave in. 

We led him into the old Flatiron building, seventh floor, east side. We entered an 
empty room with a waxy wood floor and told him to look out the window. Craning 
our heads out alongside him, we saw the street and the cars below, but he saw 

something more. He saw a hand, or some form...well, okay, we don’t know 
exactly what he saw, but we have an idea. Anyway, it was his father, and Ismael 
told us that he was ironing. “He’s ironing?” we asked. “Yes,” he responded, “and 
he needs my help. I’ll be right back.” He proceeded to leap out the window, and 
in thirty minutes his remains were cleaned off the street. 



Driesden 

“Never wanted a namesake-” 

eyes down, he thumbed the wheel, 
chewed over his plans to take off- 

I told him, “better lace those boots tight’ 

and off he went without batting an eye. 
He packed up some rations, 
called up ole Hawkins 
and asked if he could hitch a ride. 

We called the town Driesden; 
all the dry shops and sheaths 
gave the streets the feel of 
a widow in heat. 

The townsfolk were smitten 
with their dust covered haven, 
talked fondly and often 

of precarious dreams... 

So he set out for Driesden, 
big break fixin’ minds- 
I tarried about with Jim at home, 
sent him jam from time to time... 

We got a letter now and again 
that told us his smile was fading- 
all those minds were wearin’ on him, 
the broke ones the fixed ones, his own at times. 

and Driesden was waning, 
the stockrooms were wanting 

of apples and laughter, of 
old gestures and sighs. 

And Jim kept on asking 
when he’d come home to us- 
And I said, “home’s shifty- 
hard thing to define...” 

for Driesden was brazen- 

those folks dropped from heaven 
and little by little 
left blame fools behind... 

So we buried him there, 
in that patch of ground, “Driesden,” 
the only theme that persisted 
a few namesakes, a chide. 

-Amanda Slemp 
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Betsy Rives can be found painting to the bob and weave 

of Ani Difranco on any given day. In Rives’ choice song 

“Swandive,” Difranco sings “I teeter between tired and 

really, really tired. I’m wiped and I’m wired but I guess it’s just as 
well because I built my own empire out of car tires and chicken 
wire.” 

Rives is exploring a similar resistance between exhaustion and 
construction in her paintings. Articulating the “comforting stress of 
anxious play” through repetition, Rives examines her experience 
as a woman through the form of a doll in hopes of locating her 
personal feminine experience within the histories of women who 
have gone before her. She is resistant to confidence within her art, 
focusing instead on “the need to repeat an action over and over 
until it loses its meaning” then becoming a translation of rest. 

SENIOR ARTIST 
Margaret Meehan and Ida Applebroog are significant 
to the foundation of Rives’ art. Applebroog, a standing 
inspiration, combines popular imagery from everyday 

domestic scenes to skew otherwise banal images into 
restless scenarios infused with a sense of irony and 
dark wit. Rives just stumbled upon Meehan in a gallery 
this summer, yet her influence is already clear in Rives 
conception of femininity as “otherness” through the 
service of childhood objects. The stillness of metaphor and 
memory form a connection of the human experience that 

is communicated as childhood within Rives paintings. 

Rives’ art education began early. Enrolled in art classes 
at the age of three, Rives immediately saw the potential 
“economic benefits” of her talent. She admits to gathering 
her drawings and then coercing her family members to 
purchase them. Her high school art education was far 
from classical, entering Wake with a portfolio of pieces 
made from found and recycled mediums. It was not until 
her second semester that Rives received formal painting 
instruction, but she immediately proved to be extremely 
adept with the medium. Born into a family of artists-her 
sister a dancer and her father an independent “inventor”- 
Rives artistic passions have been encouraged. She hopes 
to work as an art teacher upon graduation. If that doesn’t 
work out, she would really love to be a toy inventor. 

A native of Greensboro, North Carolina, Rives majors 
in Studio Art and is pursuing minors in Art History and | 
Women’s and Genders Studies. 





Untitled 
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FEATURE 

ends of Wake” 
Rob McFeeley & Kerilyn Takoni 

DDr. John Andronica is standing in the doorway of room A301 in 
Tribble Hall. Now that all of the students in his “Age of Augustus” 
class have departed, he begins to reminisce about the 39 years 

that he’s spent here at Wake Forest University. 
After first agreeing to an interview, he launches into a story about teach¬ 
ing the first batch of students studying abroad at Casa Artom in Venice. 
Suddenly, an Italian phrase pops into his mind: “Vita e un’occhiata dalla 
finestra.” In other words - life goes by fast, like the world seen through 
the windows of a moving train. 
“And it only speeds up,” he warns. 

Sure, everybody always says that as you grow older, the years seem 
shorter. There’s just one problem - they’re right. 
In this piece, we hope to throw a wrench into the gears and slow this 
engine down. With our final semester rapidly approaching, we’ve real¬ 
ized that we only have a little more time to expand our understanding of 
this place. Even though Wake has been our second-home for the last 
four years or so, it’s been too easy to miss its best features while caught 
up in the whirlwind of undergraduate life. 

As we began our search for this university’s “essence,” we realized that 
we were overlooking our greatest resource. What better way to explore 
Wake Forest’s present than to consult with those who have played a 
pivotal role in its past? 

Included below are snippets of the conversations that we had 
with Drs. Andronica, Beck, Esch, Hendricks and Wilson. Do yourself 
a favor - seek these wise men out, invite them for a cup of coffee in 
Shorty’s, and ask them to share their story with you. You won’t regret it. 

Life on the Old Campus:When Dr. Wilson enrolled at Wake Forest in 
1939 at the age of 16, there were only around 300 students in each 
class. “I probably knew every faculty member on campus,” said Wilson. 
Most of the faculty lived either on or near the college grounds, so they 
often had a chance to interact with students outside of class. “Most stu¬ 
dents did not have cars,” he added, “so at night, and on weekends, they 
were generally on the campus.” These factors gave the college a “small 
town” feel. 



The Move:The university made the move from the town of Wake Forest 
to Winston-Salem in 1956. “It was very tough on people,” said Wilson. It 
wasn’t easy to leave such a tightly-knit college town. In addition, many 
faculty members had built homes and raised children in Wake Forest, 
so they weren’t able to just up and move out. Wilson, on the other hand, 
was still a bachelor. “All I had to do was put my books and clothes in a 

car and leave,” he said. 
When the university first arrived in Winston-Salem, the city was nothing 
like what it is today. “The college,” said Wilson “was built on farmland in 
the woods.” In order to go shopping, you had to make your way down¬ 
town. This was still the case in 1969 when Dr. Andronica and his wife 
moved down from Massachusetts. Larger shopping centers didn’t ap¬ 
pear until later on; Hanes Mall, for example, wasn’t built until 1975. 

Social Life:Wake Forest, founded in 1834 in cooperation with the North 
Carolina Baptist State Convention, maintained its strong ties with the 
church until 1986. That affiliation dictated many of the university’s early 
social policies, such as the prohibition of drinking and dancing on cam¬ 

pus. 
For some, these “rules” turned simple social rituals into ethical dilem¬ 
mas. One night, Dr. Esch planned an off-campus event at which mem- 

For a school to be 
“good,” he said, 
it has to have the 
freedom to ask the 
“right questions.” 

bers of the biology department could 
gather and present their research. 
The professors were mingling in a 
large house on beautiful grounds. 
Not knowing if President Scales ap¬ 
proved of the consumption of alco¬ 
hol, Esch worried about the socially 
appropriate way to welcome him to 
the event. When Scales arrived, Esch met him outside and, as he had 
decided to do, asked him if he wanted something to drink. Much to 
Esch’s relief, the President nonchalantly said “yes” and proceeded to 
order a drink. 
Wake Forest once required fraternities to have faculty chaperones at 
all of their parties. Dr. and Mrs. Hendricks regularly chaperoned parties 
hosted by Sigma Epsilon, who in return provided babysitters to watch 
after the Hendricks’ young children. Dr. Andronica recalled attending a 
mixer at the Joseph Schlitz Brewing Company off of Highway 52. One 
student was selling homemade sandals at the party, well “before entre¬ 
preneurship was en vogue.” The student had used treads and tubing 
from old tires to make the footwear. Andronica and his wife both bought 
a pair, though he reported that they no longer wear them. 
Reflecting on the gradual social changes that he’s witnessed at Wake, 
Hendricks said that the university was wise to disaffiliate from the Bap¬ 

tist Convention. For a school to be “good,” he said, it has to have the 
freedom to ask the “right questions.” 

s^> 
Changes in the Student Body:Hendricks emphasized that certain 
changes at Wake were campus-specific while others were the result of 
larger national trends. 
One major development at Wake that was sparked by such “univer¬ 
sal changes” was the decision to 
admit female students in 1942. 
Hendricks noted that women held 
prominent leadership positions at 
the school from very early on, a 
fact that he saw as a natural re¬ 
sult of women’s increased social 
involvement during World War II. 
One female leader who stood out 

the men would stage 
“panty raids” where 
they would sprint 
down to the women’s 
dorms and attempt to 
steal a pair of panties. 

in his mind was Elizabeth “Bunz” Daniel (’75), the third president of the 
student body. 
Hendricks described the time that Bunz organized women from multiple 
societies on campus for a mass streaking of the quad. He laughed as 
he mentioned that the totally-naked Bunz streaked right past Lu Leake, 
the dean of women, on the quad. Hendricks added that when Bunz took 
her place in the Baptist church choir that Sunday, the director asked her 
to move and stand next to Leake. The director claimed that he did so for 
purely “musical reasons.” 
After the admittance of women, campus residence halls were initially di¬ 
vided by gender; men were housed on the North campus and women on 
the South. Hendricks said the male students would often stage “panty 
raids” where they’d sprint down to the women’s dorms and attempt to 
steal a pair of panties. Many of the women “helped out,” dangling their 
underwear over balconies for the men to snag. 
Hendricks also mentioned another prominent change in the composi¬ 
tion of the student body - the admittance of Edward Reynolds, Wake’s 
first African-American student, in 1962. Reynolds came to the university 
from his home in Ghana as a result of the efforts of determined students 
working with the African Student Program. Dr. Beck remembers Reyn¬ 
olds as a “very impressive” young man who went on to have an “excel¬ 
lent” academic career. 

Civil Rights:Hendricks also commented on some Civil Rights “hot 
spots” that ignited once the campus became racially integrated. One 
such controversy centered on the confederate flags that the Kappa 
Alpha Order displayed near its halls and lounge. African-American 



students organized a flag burning on campus to protest the practice. 
Hendricks vividly remembers being struck by a shot of the event that 
was broadcast on television. A cameraman had focused on Hendricks’ 
young, blonde daughter as she watched the demonstration from the 
tall shoulders of Willy Griffin, an African-American basketball player at 

Wake. 
In addition, Dr. Wilson mentioned that Martin Luther King Jr. 

spoke at Wake Forest during the Civil Rights era. “It was a historical 
occasion,” he said, “even more so in retrospect.” 

War: Wilson’s family drove him to college on Sept. 1, 1939, the very 
day that World War II began. “I remember getting up that morning,” 
he said, “and picking up the 
paper and seeing that Hitler 
had invaded Poland.” Once 
they’d settled in, Wilson 
and his roommate hung a 
big map of Europe on their 

In May of 1970, six-hun¬ 
dred students marched on 
the President’s house with 
a list of demands 

wall to help them track the action of the war. 
According to Wilson, WWII was very different from later wars. “As you 
know, it was an all-encompassing sort of thing, everybody was caught 
up in it,” he said. Students and younger faculty members were often 
drafted. Every few weeks somebody left the college to ship off and 
fight. 
Less than twenty years later, another major war - this time in Vietnam 
- disrupted life at Wake Forest. Like their peers at other schools around 
the nation, Wake students staged demonstrations to protest the draft 
and America’s role in the conflict. According to Dr. Beck, students were 
“a lot more rambunctious” during that time. 
In May of 1970, six-hundred students marched on the President’s house 
(now the Office of Admissions) with a list of demands, including one 
stipulating that students working for peace should be excused from their 
final exams. President Scales refused to grant their wishes. 
Beck noted that the Iraq War has not generated a very strong response 
from current students. He added that students in the 60’s and 70’s were 
“much more active” than their modern counterparts. Like Hendricks, 
both Wilson and Beck see Wake’s social climate as reflective of larger 
national trends. According to Beck, Berkeley - formerly “a firestorm of 
activity” - “is now just as bland as anybody else.” Then again, this is a 
very different war. For most students at Wake today, the War on Iraq 
has no significant impact on their daily lives. “During WWII, you couldn’t 
even get a decent candy bar,” said Beck. “I remember working at a drug 
store at the time when I was a teenager,” he explained, “and the first 
shipment of good candy in, everybody was just thrilled.” 

Cultural Life: According to Wilson, although the 1960’s and 70’s were 
a “turbulent” time, they were also a period of intense growth. “We had a 
very rich culture then,” he added. Because entertainers used to charge 
far less than they do today, Wake could afford to bring in many popular 
including Simon & Garfunkel, Joan Baez and Steve Martin. 
“There was one fella,” said Wilson, “who had a kind of entrepreneurial 
complex and tried his best to get the Beatles here.” Unfortunately, he 
was unsuccessful. 
When the Rolling Stones came to Greensboro, one of Wilson’s students 
asked him if he had ever heard their music. After learning that Wilson 
was unfamiliar with the band, the student announced he was going to 
buy his professor a ticket and drag him along to the show. When the stu¬ 
dent lived up to his promise, Wilson decided to go along for the ride. 
Here’s a little known fact: Wake Forest once had one of the best film 
programs in the nation. “There were movies practically every night on 
campus,” said Wilson. One group of students, he recalled, decided that 
it was their goal to make sure that if a student went to every movie 
shown during their four years at Wake, they’d have seen every impor¬ 
tant movie in history. 

Looking Ahead: There’s a whole lot of “planning” going on at Wake 
Forest right now. No one knows for sure where the university’s headed, 
but there are definitely going to be some major changes in the com¬ 
ing years. Wilson, for one, favors increasing economic diversity. He 
acknowledged that Wake’s high-tuition probably prevents many gifted 
students from applying. According 
to Wilson, a university runs the risk 
of becoming “elitist” when it does 
not provide its students with ade¬ 
quate financial aid and scholarship 
opportunities. Enrollment is a par¬ 
ticularly controversial issue. For 
Wilson, Wake Forest strikes a nice 
balance between larger schools 
like U.N.C. and Duke and smaller institutions like Davidson and Wash¬ 
ington and Lee. “I know this is trite,” he added, “but I like Wake Forest in 
part because it’s still relatively small and I think it still has a good sense 
of community.” Esch seems to agree with Wilson, describing Wake’s as 
a school that combines the advantages of both larger and smaller uni¬ 
versities. Andronica and Hendricks both recognized that the university 
would need to amass a lot of money and resources to serve a larger stu¬ 
dent body. Beck thinks that it is “foreordained” that Wake will increase 
its enrollment due to factors like the demand for higher faculty salaries. 

a university runs the 
risk of becoming 
“elitist” when it does 
not provide its 
students with 
adequate financial aid 
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As this brief “glance out the window” draws to a close, 
we must return to the present. We hope that by introduc¬ 
ing you to these five wise men, we’ve helped expand 
your knowledge about our university’s unique history and 
identity. As life speeds back up and rushes onward, we’re 
armed with a deeper understanding of Wake’s past and 
the role that we all play in shaping its future. 

Dr. Gerald Esch 
Dr. Esch joined Wake’s Biology department in 1965 when he was 27 
years old. Esch grew up out west - in both Kansas and Colorado - with 
no intention of making a single step east of the Mississippi. In 1963, 
however, he headed to Chapel Hill and arrived at Wake shortly thereaf¬ 
ter. Esch became the head of his department in 1975 and also served 
as the dean of the graduate school from 1984-1990. He specializes in 
parasitology and has written two books on the subject. Esch is also the 
editor of The Journal of Parasitology, the second most-cited publication 

of its kind. 

Dr. J okn L. And ronica: 
Dr. Andronida has taught in the Classics department since 1969. He re¬ 
members that in his first few years at Wake, the professors who’d been 
around since the 1940’s seemed like relics from “antiquity.” Today, An- 
dronica is the head of his department. He has also served as a freshman 
adviser, where he encouraged young students not to fear philosophy. 
Andronica also directed the freshman orientation program for 5 years. 
After 39 years of dedicated service to the university, Andronica plans to 

retire at the end of this year. 

Dr. HendriCKS first joined the Wake Forest community in 1961. Early on 
in his career, Hendricks began meeting with older faculty members for 
coffee to learn more about life on the old campus. The knowledge that he 
gained in these informal meetings made it possible for Hendricks to finish 
the last three chapters of C.C. Pearson’s historical study of the university. 
Hendricks has taught a course on the “History of Wake Forest” since 1975. 

Dr. Edwin G. Wilson 
Dr. Wilson grew up in a small town about 50 miles northeast of Winston- 
Salem. After he graduated from Wake in 1943, Wilson served in the 
Navy for three years. Once home, he returned to the old campus and 
began teaching freshman English at only 23-years-old. A year later, Wil¬ 
son headed to Harvard to pursue a PhD. He returned to Wake in 1951 
and has been here ever since. Wilson, who specializes in the British Ro¬ 
mantic poets, has also served as dean of the college, provost, and ex¬ 
ecutive vice president. Although he officially retired in 2005, he can often 
be found in his office in the library, near the wing that bears his name. 

Dr. Robert B eck 
Dr. Beck, currently the university’s oldest serving faculty member, arrived 
at Wake Forest in 1959. While doing post-doctoral work at the University 
of Illinois, Beck learned that Wake Forest was starting a new Psychology 
department. He applied for a position here and was asked to visit. While 
at Wake, Beck met with Dr. Wilson, who was acting dean at the time, and 
President Tribble, who insisted on interviewing every new candidate. He 
remembers being impressed with the campus and the ambitious, opti¬ 
mistic people that he met. Beck, whose research focuses on motivation 
and emotion, has worked in Wake’s Psychology department ever since. 
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Some of you may know Matt Potter from your 

classes or from seeing him around campus, and if you 

do, you know that he loves to talk to people. Knowing 

this, to some it is not a surprise that he has his own 

radio show at Wake Radio. 

Usually Sundays from 6 to 7 pm (tune in!), 

Matt plays his favorite bands like July for King’s or 

Joe Hedges for everyone in the world to hear. He 

loves the freedom and control he has over his show, 

allowing his listeners into his world for an hour. This 

is a special time for Matt, as this is the first time he 

has been able to do his radio show in a year and a 

half. This is because his physical handicap presents 

him from properly handling the equipment without 

the help of a co-DJ. But after a long enough wait, he 

finally found someone to help. One would think that 

he has had planned enough shows during his wait to 

be prepared until graduation, but his favorite thing to 

do in the studio is “to just wing it.” Usually playing a bit 

of his favorite alternative rock bands intermixed with 

the funniest things he can think of, Matt says he has 

a tendency to pick random CD’s from the stacks. This 

is something he recommends his fellow DJs do not 

try, unless they want to find bands like Butt Trumpet, 
which according to him is “not what you want to listen 

to.” 
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Matt had first heard of Wake 

Radio because, like many freshman, 

he was just looking for stuff to do on 

campus. He wanted to use this club to 

meet cool people who liked the same 

type of music as him. He hopes to 

continue it throughout the rest of his 

time here at Wake Forest. His hopes 

for his show are to focus on more 

avante-guard things and possibly get 

some live talent in the studio. He looks 

forward to juxtaposing his humor with 

that of his co-host and just getting over 

the airwaves. He loves talking to his 

listeners and he encourages them to 

“send them any word and they’ll try and 

work it into the conversation.” With all 

of these aspects, Matt’s show makes 

a unique listening experience worth 

tuning into. 

But this is not Matt’s only stop when it comes to talking about things he likes. He is currently working to graduate with an English 

major, and eventually possibly a teaching certification. He loves creative writing and of course public speaking. He has an interesting 

perspective on his future compared to that of his peers. Matt knows what he is physically capable of, and because of that, “it helps 

narrow my scope, with my disability I can focus on what I can and can’t do”. 

Matt’s show 
runs Sundays 
from 6 to 7pm 
on Wake Radio 

radio.wfu.edu 
i 
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Requiem Rebellion 

I find myself nodding off at random times 
When I’m buying my groceries 
With a grocery list that I can’t even read 
Because of my horrific handwriting. 

I had it analyzed once, and 
Apparently the curls under my Gs 
Are a bipolar representation of my disregard for 

My own self-being. 
It happens when I’m deciding which bread to buy— 
Wheat, honey wheat, white, wheat-white, six grain. 

Suddenly I have to brace myself 
against the massive jars of Duke’s 
Just to keep from face-planting into the DayGloed floor and 

Forcing yet another clean up 
On the aisle for the poor high school junior 

Whose mom had very good intentions, 
She was just trying to teach them 
Some kind of personal accountability. 

I catch colds way too easily and 
I never remember my umbrella 
After a narcoleptic downpour. 
My immune system isn’t very good, 
I try to drink plenty of orange juice 
But still I’m tuckered out like a toddler after a hard 

Morning of trucks . 
Before I even realize I’m asleep, 
Inspired by a dream I will never remember. 
In this house of stuffed lions and bears, 
Everything’s a bed, and there’s no shortages. 

-Martin Rickman 
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1 r> 
Circles 

Peter Abram 

I don’t remember the first time it happened and I imagine that is normal for people 

in my situation who want to forget things that really shouldn’t have happened in the 

first place but I guess that’s just my opinion about the situation. There were three of 

them and one of me and the tallest one said to me that forever isn’t long enough to 

be waiting for what is good and right and just. The shortest was the darkest and the 

best when it came to talking about what is good and right and just. From that point 

the middle one who wasn’t actually in the middle but what medium in all other cases 

started walking down the middle of the sidewalk towards the door in the middle of 

the world. I asked her not to tell the door to open because the ends would curve 

inwards and the world would fall apart but i am not entirely sure that was a valid 

fear considering the laws of physics which shatter my dreams. Dreams of flying and 

flies who are dreaming. They don’t have the mental capacity yet they are obviously 

superior to us for the sole reason that their stay is shorter. Their energy is longer. 

They are better. They are best. Sleep is something that can over be overcome by 

becoming a smaller object which is not exactly easy when you are trying to be all 

that others think you want to be. The taller one agreed twice and turned in a circle. 

I thought it was a square because of all the bones in her body but the medium one 

assured me that she was turning in perfect circles. If she wasn’t turning in perfect 

circles it was problem that the middle door would become enraged and open by itself 

under the influence of the laws of physics and their final goal to shorten the stay of 

the smallest sleepless objects. The shortest and darkest one turned on the light and 

grew and the medium one jumped off the sidewalk and became taller. I was lost as 

to how this happened and I thought i was going to be afraid but the flies never came 

to me. My eyes were turning in perfect circles. The middle door was opening. Sound 



was coming out of the middle door. The formerly medium one said that she thought it 

sounded like jibberish and it was jibberish and she spoke jibberish too. I understood 

her because of how her face looked and that made me blink twice and rub my eyes 

with hands that may or may not be my own since this may or may not be a dream since 

now I am flying. I am dreaming of flying with flies who are dreaming. The formerly 

darkest and formerly shortest told me that she was short like me once and this caused 

her to get less sleep. This made her energy longer. She is better. She is best. How I 

know this is no longer important and I don’t remember the first time it happened. I saw 

them all at the same time and at different times. I saw what the three of them used 

to be and what they now are and probably what they probably want to be. Probability 

does not live here anymore. Probability has gone away. The middle door has closed 

and the dream has slowed down. The music has stopped but we are all floating. Here 

we all float. The flies don’t float, they fly, which makes their names quite proper and 

perfect. They don’t turn in circles because they are unable to grasp the concept of 

a circle or the concept of perfect since they are perfection themselves in their short 

sleepless stays. I am unable to grasp the concept of myself since I am myself and 

could not see myself without knowing already that I am myself and this should scare 

me and might do so relatively soon. What is or isn’t soon is not of my concern nor is 

what scares or doesn’t scare me. I am invincible to fear and gravity and the laws of 

physics. I am all that is important. I tell the three of them this and they do not agree. 

They die one by one by one, then no more. The middle door is opening and I hear the 

music. Let me open my middle door and put words to their music. Who s music it is 

I’m not sure, but I am obligated to put words to it. I may disobey the laws of physics 

and the three of them, but I will be humble enough to put words to their music since 

they can’t do it themselves. They only have one middle door. Nothing can come in 

and out of the middle door at the same time, besides the dreaming flies. They are the 

darkest perfect flying dreaming circles and my eyes don’t exist anymore. I know my 

middle door is open but i can’t see or feel or touch it. The words come out of my middle 

door to the beat of the music. They are all that is good and right and just. Just perfect. 

Perfect circles, flying dreaming perfect circles. And their stay is short. Short enough 

to be sleepless. Being sleepless is what i want to be. I want my energy to be longer. I 

want to be better. I want to be best. 
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J Time traveling beards 
Conspiring the biggest heist 
Of gratis fine toothed combs 

That hotel bathrooms and spas 
Have ever witnessed in their 

Wiliest wet slumbers 

It is a poem to shampoo the 
Hair of all curls and waves 

From sea to shinning hairesy- 
Headings on which to get 

Ahead and grow a stash of cash 

Comb carrying citizens are called 
To untangle the ties of separation 

Before the two facial facets go head 
To hair- splitting anticipation I<Y WlXXJilt or THE PV 
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Questions of morality and cutlery 
Blowing winds of change, which 
At the drop of a hat, could mean 
Entanglement across the ages- 
We all fear the big barber above 

■Victoria Moore 2. COXSPIflUTV 
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Rat and Sparrow 

When a rat, on tangled bed, 
Raising, at a noise, his head, 
Solemnly and sadly said: 
“Stir not, ye armies of the dead!” 

Then, slick-winged, a sparrow sped 
Unto the High Court of the Dead; 
He many times and madly read 
His message: “Thus they say!” he said. 

“Dear, but calm—here, make thy bed 
My silk-woven (thread for thread) 
Folds of dress; oh, rest thy head 
(Thou most bemoaned of the dead!) 

“Here in my lap; or then, instead, 
As ‘fore our refuge with the dead, 
My fingers nip—oh, ‘til they’re red! 
For I, thy Lesbia, hath said: 

“Now e’en he’s a Ghost who led 
The armies of the good-as-dead 
To cut Nalanda’s learned head 
From languid shoulders—then that bled. 

“Slight, thus, whispers wont to spread, 
That curl about thy legs as lead; 
Empty things shut from thy head— 
Come! twitter twitters for the dead! 

“Slight, then, life’s discursive dread— 
For oh! what centuries have fled 
Breathless from us! Thus it’s said: 
Not time nor life can touch the dead.” 

-Jude Glass 



Shop Subway 
Photography 
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Even the flashes of fireflies 
In sweetest rapture give sweeter rise 

To within me so, so many things— 
As the plucking of so many suspiring strings. 

2 

O wind! thou art but a refined whisper 
As through the grass of graves you slither; 

The very vapors you set a-dither, 
Thou conscious and concealing lisper— 
As the serpent slides a-hissing splendor, 

Thy ways are likewise subtle, slender; 
And upon my soul fall flat your words 
Like the good saint’s sermon upon the birds. 

-Jude Glass 
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Building 

“a large work is difficult because it is large, even though all its parts might singly 

be performed with facility. When there are many things to be done, each must 

be allowed its share of time and labor, in the proportion only which it bears to 

the whole; nor can it be expected that the stones which form the dome of a 

temple should be squared and polished like the diamond of a ring.” 

A large building is difficult because it is large. 

The white granite wall, laced with less perfect 

shades of carbon, tilling grey into 

the softness of the builder’s stone; 

a field flat and deep between your fingers, 

the points of a chisel, little edge of hammers 

cleaving in, rendering at random some 

small new piece; 

and each bit of wall fitting snugly in your hand. 

Poetry unmakes skyscrapers, 

rivet falling rain, caught bare-handed 

Do not build in monument; 

Build to see your dreams, 

and build to see them torn down. 

-Ian Afflerbach 



Walk In Winter 

My ears begin to freeze over in the deafening silence 
So I cover them, and turn from you to face the horizon; 
I didn’t realize the sun had already set. 

-Geoff Kellogg 



Willowwalk 

Inspired by Lewis Carroll’s Jabberwocky 

Let’s go galumphing through the streets 

And escape the vorpal wood a while. 
Romp slowly to the willow’s beat 
And walk with fervor, mile by mile. 

We’ll pass the home of the Jubjub bird 
And the Sinning Tree with singing men; 
We’ll hear the songs of frabjous words 
And talk of seasons that might have been. 

“If our burbling bark could say a few, 
You men might learn a little bit 

Of life and love, of us and you, 
Of how the Jabberwock was split.” 

“’Tis brillig and no time to jaw,” 
Said the men with uffish faces on. 
“Leave us be. Guffoo! Guffaw!” 
So we become withdrawn. 

We returned into the tulgey wood 
With the mimsy borogoves on shore. 
Unhappy though we were, we stood 
Amongst the slithy toves forevermore. 

-Elliot Isaac 
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Untitled 
Lithography 



A late night jazz jockey introduced David Biespiel, 
Wake’s current Poet in Residence, to Shirley 
Horn. Before that night Biespiel was only a brief 
acquaintance of Horne, a casual follower of jazz. 

He listened as the radio host mentioned her recent death 
and described the mastery of her emotion in reinventing The 
Beatles’ “Yesterday.” The jockey credited Horn with unearthing 
emotions that even McCartney was unable to locate, a brave 
opening for a canonical song. As Horn’s words began to 
unravel against the softening husk of her voice, Biespiel’s heart 
“ripped out.” The complexity and supreme control of tone were 
elements of Horne that had gone unrecognized by Biespiel 
until framed by the awareness of the jockey. 

As a poet, editor and professor, Biespiel is faced with the 
same task of assimilating readers and students into the depths 
of language. He has spent his entire career exploring the 
capacities of written word, entering and remaining, in the labor 
force as the unthinkable- a poet. Translating the breadth of 
his experience into the classroom, Biespiel seeks to edge his 
student’s exposure to poetry with context, connection and entry 
into the sphere of poetry. Whether it is in his students writing 
or their study of other poets’ work, Biespiel instructs poets 
and readers to locate and comprehend the liminal capacity of 
poetry- if only because it is a “damned hard thing to do.” 

Born in Tulsa, Oklahoma in 1964, Biespiel established his 
childhood and adolescence in Houston, Texas. He entered 
the University of Maryland as a NCAA scholarship diver, there 
beginning the formal foundation of his poetry, an interest he 
had only casually entertained throughout his primary education. 
His linguistic faculty has been encouraged and well received. 
Biespiel is the recipient of the Academy of American Poets 
Prize, the Individual Artist Award in Poetry from the Maryland 
Arts Council and a Wallace Stegner Fellowship recipient. 
Biespiel has taught at several colleges, including Stanford 
University. His books of poetry include Wild Civility (University 
of Washington Press, 2003) and Shattering Air (BOA Editions, 
1996). He is the editor of Poetry Northwest, an eminent pure 
poetry journal and writes a monthly poetry column for The 
Oregonian. 

Mnemosyne’s Lament 
Whipped like a bishop’s weed, my sombemess is simpatico 

with the noose. 
What I know of modem languages, these days, 
Is, often enough, just a carte de viste or late draft for an 

obituary. 
Too many sick leaves, too many self-inflicted full-Nelsons, 

I ease with my sourness. 
No one comes within a Chinese li of this dream: Sometimes 

my sneezes chill like a sin, 
A hunch, a hollow boodle, a faint Buddhology 
(I’ve rubbed that tummy, its isles of curves, its veers and 

big-tented shows, 
Its extra-professional vices and decent verse). Most only 

give eye service. 

How ruffled I’ve been without my little ones. Poor Osip, 
How much I gave of myself at X, when you wanted to 

jump from the window. 
You were shorn as an oracle, droll as a flare, flooded, clever. 
My mangy Walt and my petit Sappho: What of their parallel 

sound? 
And what is it with the torque of creation anyway? 
I give and give—and no one visits just to visit. 
I’ve got wounds from fools, rot, and chromatic repercussions, 
But no one comes round, the whole lot of them, my poets, 

with their sissy whimpers. 

Emily White 

speaks to 
David Biespiel, 

Wake Forest’s 
current poet 

in-residence, 
on jazz, teaching, 

and the written word 
41 
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The Ballad of Ricky Fitts 

American Beauties. 
Their red rushes so violently 

towards you, beckoning, 
like Lester’s blood on the 
kitchen tile. A promise is 
kept in the bits and pixels, 
revealing beauty, the last 

of it vanishing into the wide 
eyes of Ricky Fitts. Anything 
else would be to take the 
table without its lovely red 
centerpiece. A bouquet of 

American Beauties, like the 

ones laid on the grave of 
Jerry Garcia, who now floats 
above the cross-town traffic. 

“Don’t grow up to be a bitch 

like your mother, Jane, 
that would be real swell.” 

-Vinny Cimino 
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of us will have more friends than, we know what to some 
do with, and some of us will be phenomenal pole dancers. It’s 

going to be awesome. Life is going to be good right? Well that de¬ 

pends on how much you’re willing to pay. 
Let’s face it, unless you’re cool with drowning yourself in a puddle of 

mediocrity for the rest of your life, you’re going to have to sacrifice, and sacri¬ 

fice huge. In fact the greater you want to be, the greater the sacrifice you gotta 

make. Are you ready for that? You’ve spent the past 20 odd years preparing 

for the real world, but are you really ready to stab your best friend in the back 

to get that promotion? That's the way the world works friends. It’s the yin 

t and yang of our world today; it’s the societal law of conservation of matter. 

h-s You can’t make something without destroying something else, and it’s up 

ft I to you whether you cut off ties with friends by spending more time at 

. | ;il work or being a great friend at the cost of working the same job for 

1 the same salary. It could be anything, in any facet of life. I mean I’m 

|H ¥ pretty good at halo. I’ve spent more than a few hours perfecting my 

|||. I leet skillz at the cost of homework left undone and beers left undrunk, 

Bp | and while you might not consider that a life skill worth having, I bet 

there are a few nOObs on Xbox Live who would dare to call me great. 

We’re all going to be' great, but now That's what it comes down to. 
W . is the time to grab whatever weapon of mythology you so choose and 

h i' come clashing face to face with yourself in order to decide exactly how 

. f you’re going to be great. We are only men (and women), we can only 

accomplish so much. Those that we consider “supermen” (and women) 

•I are nothing more than normal people who had their priorities straight 

* and weren’t afraid to accept the consequences. Are you going to be one_ 

of those people? Am I going to read about you in the national news in 10 

years? What will it have cost you? Don’t be scared, just be ready. You can 

do whatever you want with your life, but whatever it is that you do, do it with 

commitment, do it with resolve, do it with greatness, and never look back. I 

look forward to seeing you guys in the news. 
^ Love,. 
' =Henry Alexander 

BH 7?^"'. fir 

We’re all gonna be great. No doubt. Some of i -14, n 

r. J| 
us will go on to be CEO’s of great international 

businesses, some of us will have amazing family lives, ■ • ,;LJ f: 





Patty 
Mixed Media 

Jessica Vogel 
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The human soul 
weighs 

three to four ounces. 
- Don DeLillo Americana 
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Benedict5 

When the smoke is gone, reignite the sun 
Cut the power, unplug the telephone 
And put up the puzzles, they’ve all been done. 
Please turn the lights off, if no one is home. 
Walk through the graveyard to clean off your feet 
The empty hands will pull and claim the days 
That cling to you, those that made you repeat 
Each simple crime a thousand different ways. 
Don’t - please don’t burn the haunts and the hollows 
Don’t wrap up the whiles in the empty noose 
Never abandon the wave that follows 
A hummingbird, flown, jailbird on the loose 

This is the final prayer we speak tonight 
Let it all go wrong, let it all feel right. 

- Thomas Kozak 



Ladder Kelly Makepeace 
Digital Photography 
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My Day 
of 

Activities 

I never thought my day to day activities would 
get me in trouble. I am just an average college 
senior. After my meeting at 3 to 4 Ounces (#1 
- Staff page), I came home to unwind and play 
Rock Band with some friends (#2). For some 
reason my friends didn’t want to play with me 
anymore, so I took a bike ride downtown (#3). 
I took my white cane (#4) with me to show off, 
hopefully catching the eye of some sweet lady. 
And there she was, I don’t know what it was that 
caught my eye initially, but I think it may have 
been her rebellious habit of wearing less than 
16 yards of cloth at one time (#5). I knew what 
I had to do, woo her with my psychic powers 
(#6). After reading her palm and telling her that 
her future was with me, I convinced her to sign 
in to a hotel with me as husband and wife (#7). 

Unfortunately, the hotel wouldn’t let us consum¬ 
mate our relationship on the floor in-between 
our twin beds, so we had to find other means 
to express our love. We found a vacant church¬ 
yard down the street (#8). For whatever reason, 
I was not in the mood, and my new wife told me 
it happened all the time to guys. (#9) She also 
told me we weren’t married since I was unable 
to “act”. So I let out my frustration on a nearby 
street with whatever I could find, rocks (#10), 
spit (#11), whatever. And then at this point I re¬ 
alized what could cheer me up, driving through 
a cemetery (#12). People in anguish always 
brighten up my day. For whatever reason, I was 
approached by a police officer soon after who 
had noticed all the laws I had broken. Needless 
to say, I’ll need a bit more money on my Deacon 

card this month. 

North Carolina Laws Broken 
1: Organizations may not hold their meetings while 

the members present are in costume. 

2: It’s against the law to sing off key. 
3: You may not ride a bicycle without having both 

your hands on the handle bars. 
4: You may not carry a white cane if you are not 

blind. 
5: Women must have their bodies covered by at least 

16 yards of cloth at all times. 
6: No one may be a professional fortune-teller, and 

if one wishes to pursue the practice as an amateur, 
it must be practiced in a school or church. 

7: If a man and a woman who aren’t married go to a 
hotel/motel and register themselves as married 
then, according to state law, they are legally married. 

8: It is illegal to have sex in a churchyard. 
9: A marriage can be declared void if either of the two 

persons is physically impotent. 
10: It is against the law to throw a rock on a public 

street. 
11: It is against the law to spit on a public street. 
12: It is illegal to drive cars through city cemeteries for 

pleasure. 
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Fan Series 
Oil on Fan 

Emily Brooks 
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Excerpt from a memoir — “Hide and See 

by 
Jennifer Hayden 

Every thanksgiving spent at Grampy’s house came with the tra¬ 

dition of endless game-playing. Hide and seek was a custom among 
us kids, the singular diversion that everyone - boy, girl, little, big, timid, 
and boisterous alike - could agree upon. Its one of those rare, un¬ 
predictable games; winning requires one to have the unique combina¬ 
tion of ingenuity and contortionism. Eventually the pastime grew into 

a bit of a competitive obsession, and a kind of hide and seek hierarchy 
was established. The game sifted the cunning from the dull, the quick 
and quiet from the helplessly heavy-footed. Quite luckily, my grandpa’s 
sprawling, musty house was a prime site for our endeavors. Its hall¬ 
ways were full of outdated but not-quite-antiquated accruements, hold¬ 
ing countless yellowing hollows perfect for awkwardly squeezing into. 
Another forgiving aspect of the old house was the ceaseless sighing 
and creaking of the structure itself, coupled with the periodic chimes 
and rustlings of its non-living inhabitants. The little wooden church on 
the hall shelf with real stained glass windows that played tinkling hymns 
when wound, the foreboding, ancient gong of the clock in the study, 
the indigestion of poorly tended pipes, and the struggle and sweat of 
the overused washer made for a welcome chorus of sounds that would 
often mask the labored breath and accidental sneezes of those stowed 

away in various nooks. 
The intensity of our game was powerful enough to draw the 

world away from the hider, making absolute stillness the only priority. 
Once inside a cupboard, under an armoire, or squeezed between book¬ 
shelves full of teetering board games, there was actually plenty to fill 
up one’s brain. The first few minutes were always spent testing the 
limits of breath-holding and straining to hear the paralyzing sound of 
dust-muffled footsteps. After some time, however, one would succumb 
to the comfortably confined, safe feeling that close quarters bring. The 
mind’s metronome would melt as thoughts strayed to freckle counting 
and aimless daydreaming. The jolt of realized boredom was always 
disappointing, an unfortunate reminder of the hide and seek continuum 

and the hider’s currently ambiguous place in the pack. 



Parking Enforcement: 
“We’re paid by the ticket, so screw you” 

In the world of 

parking enforce¬ 

ment, there is 

only one name 

that matters: Le 

etablissement 

d’enseignement 

de execution de 

stationnement or 

more affectionate¬ 

ly referred to as The Institution. The In¬ 

stitution was established in 1403 in Paris, 

France and is the world’s leading park¬ 

ing enforcement training academy and 

continues to be the only place that Wake 

Forest looks for its parking enforcement 

officers. 

The Institution attracts all kinds of men 

(and woman) and some of the brightest 

minds have gone through The Institu¬ 

tion before going on to change the world 

including Nobel Laureate Steve Nash, 

George Washington Carver, and LeDai- 

nian Tomlinson. Of course, not all of the 

recruits at The Institution graduate. Who 

knows what Voldemort would have done 

if he hadn’t failed Ticketing 311? 

Wake Forest has always been the premier 

site for graduates of The Institution. It is 

during the Passing of the Torch Ceremony 

that the new officers replace the two who 

are allowed to retire. “Well The Passing 

of the Torch isn’t so much of a ceremony 

as it is lighting a trash can fire. I mean, I 

guess you could call that a torch, right?” 

says Officer Higgins about the ceremony. 

I sat down with Head of Parking En¬ 

forcement, Gordon Langley, to find out 

more about the cutting edge parking en¬ 

forcement policies Wake Forest uses. 

“We’ve had a lot of success attracting 

international attention to Wake. We’ve 

got a great bunch of guys (and woman) 

here. But we’re most famous for our 

‘One Foot Theory’ that we developed 

in our lab in Olin.” 

The “One Foot Theory” is indeed 

what put Wake Forest on the map as 

the premier parking enforcement em¬ 

ployer back in the 1700s. The theory 

is centered around the idea that in a 

parking situation, the vehicle should 

be a maximum of one foot from any of 

the surrounding barriers. 

t4We usually just rig 

it with a car bomb and 

ship it off to the Middle 

East. They usually get 

the picture after that 

“We usually ticket them a minor fine of 

$40 for a ‘One Foot’ infraction. Along 

with the ticket we generally place a 

small tracking bug on the bottom of the 

vehicle so we can keep track of it. It’s 

all SOP. If it keeps happening, though 

we just rig it with a car bomb and ship 

it off to the Middle East. They usually 

get the picture after that.” 

The students, however, seem to care 

little for the prestige of employing 

these courageous men (and woman). 

Shouts of “S@!* Fu0% A$$!” are 

the often heard around campus 

after getting a ticket. When asked 

about the situation, a student com¬ 

mented, “I frickin’ hate it! I’ve 

gotten three tickets for parking in 

spots that I’m allowed to park in! 

I even got a ticket when I crashed 

into a tree on campus and left it 

there to go get help!” I did not in¬ 

quire further. 

Over the past years, the main proj¬ 

ect of the parking enforcement has 

been to expand and renovate the 

complex sewer system they use to 

navigate the campus unseen. “We 

feel it’s better if we’re heard, not 

seen,” says Officer Barbour. “In 

the past there have been hits put 

out on some of the guys. I mean, 

it’s not like we can’t defend our¬ 

selves; they give us a holster for 

quarters so we can call the cops if 

anything happens, but it’s better to 

be on the safe side.” 

When confronted about the sewer 

system, Officer Keane had this to 

say, “Yeah, we’ve been working 

on the sewers. So what? You want 

us to do yours, too? You want us 

to give you a happy ending with 

that? F%#$ off.” I learned later 

that the officers are currently hir¬ 

ing the Seven Dwarves to build 

the tunnels for them. 
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Cacoffiny 

dirth of slate-gutted match men 
not the Stenbeck dimestore variety 

but full-breasted 
minding tear-slick melody 

“or is it the adoration of a higher power 
a benevolent malevolent” mary conjectured 

all grit-nailed waiting joy 

not one to bereave in sticky gasps 
i clutched for glad-heeled eulogies 

enunciating me, 

mine, 
say 12-gun salute, flag draped rosary 

or born on Stoker’s wing, 
pallid priest, defrocked Jehovah 
let the earthworms sing 

- Brian Harper 



Caldwell Tanner Untitled 
Pastel Pencil 
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senior dancer Senior Jamie Patterson has become a well- 

recognized face around the Wake Forest 

dance program, participating in the Dance 

Company for all four years of college, but unlike 

many talented dancers he didn’t come to school with 

the intention of performing. In fact, he wasn’t plan¬ 

ning on getting involved with dance on campus at all. 

He explained, “I wasn’t going to dance when I came 

to Wake, but I was in Nina Lucas’ History of Dance 

class first semester of freshman year and I casually 

mentioned to her that I used to dance. She said ‘Oh! 

You have to take classes and audition for the compa¬ 

ny!”’ Jamie took her advice and found that he really 

enjoyed what he was doing. He started dancing when 

he was only in fourth grade and continued to do so all 

through high school. It was through the dance compa¬ 

ny that he joined in his hometown of Elizabeth City, 

NC that he learned many different kinds of dance in¬ 

cluding ballet, tap, jazz, hop-hop, modem, and lyrical. 

Jamie is working on choreographing a piece 

for the upcoming spring dance concert. “It’s basical¬ 

ly a trip back into the ‘60s. The music is a medley of 

songs from Hairspray, but I’m attempting to make the 

dance less connected to that musical and more about 

the general 1960s era. I chose the ‘60s because I am 

drawn to many aspects of the time period, including 

the music, dances, and fashion. The costumes will 

be a really important part of the piece, and since we 

are using a theme of going green for the entire show, 
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we’ll be making use of costumes that we already have in stock as opposed to cre¬ 

ating new ones,” Patterson said. 

Jamie has not only been involved with dance at school, but also outside 

of the Wake Forest community. Most seniors choose to choreograph a piece for 

the spring dance concert as their final project, but Jamie wanted to do something 

more than that. By working with some of the dance professors he was able to 

interview at In Motion Dance Center and was hired. “Over the summer, I taught a 

few master classes and choreographed a duet for two of the dancers. Then during 

the school year I started teaching jazz and lyrical to middle school and high school 

students,” Patterson said. “I’ve always realized that performing is not the reason 

I like dance most. I really enjoy being in class, as a student, so I was interested in 

seeing how it might feel to be the teacher.” 

Although he enjoys teaching, Jamie thinks that he is most enthusiastic 

about choreographing for dancers who already have a certain level of technical 

skill and understanding of music. He gets his inspiration from the music and by 

experimenting with a variety of musical beats. Aside from dance, Jamie also sees 

graduate school in the future, with the long term goal of becoming a pediatric den¬ 

tist. Going Green will run from April 24 through April 27 in the MainStage theater 

in the Scales Fine Arts Center. 



Lamp Billy Brown 
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Perhaps tonight 

I went downtown and backwards, 
saw lights pumping overhead. 
In the corner God was playing 

pinball and clearly winning. 
The jukebox buzzed my favorite 

song but not well, while 
a much nicer tune sat chatting 
to possible friends or worse- 
to possible lovers. Everything about 
her was big and white and inviting. 
Anyways I had change for two 
songs and one drink so I bought 
two drinks and drank them. 
Then I waited, and waited, 
and then some more. It became clear- 

I would not get a turn before close. 

- Chris Sutton 



The Bronx 

Chalked 

as a game 
of hopscotch— 

Vast space 
summed 
in limbs 
of unfolding 
boxes— 
Nervous 

the heat 
of the end. 

Falling 
on the seam 
of our play, 
I have skipped 

to a tardy 
understanding 

of waiting 
for you 
jumping, 
diamondly, 
behind. 

Gold 
glinting 
in asphalt 

is treasure 
you alone 
uncover, 
skipping 

lightly 
to pavement 
swelling 
ahead. 

-Emily White 
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WAKE GET? M LITTLE GREENERI 
By Rachel Kowal 

Though it may seem as if the only thing green on 
campus is the overly fertilized landscape, the recent 
push for creating a more environmentally friendly and 
sustainable campus is promising. In the 2007-2008 
academic year alone, housekeeping has gone almost 
entirely green by trading in those harsh and chemical- 
infused cleaning products for products that have 
been green-seal certified and contain markedly fewer 
harsh and toxic chemicals, which is better for the staff, 
students, and environment. Toilet paper and paper 
towels made out of recycled material and foam soap 
that would conserve water usage have been phasing 
out the older bathroom products and are expected to 
be universally implemented. Yes, even the fertilizer 
and weed control have been organic for a number of 

years. 

In addition to the concerns raised by student groups 
like SEAC (student environmental action coalition) 
and a few others, much of the push for sustainability 
on campus has come from Jim Coffee, Director of 
landscape services, and Jim Alty, Assistant Vice 
President of facilities management. Since creating 
a more environmentally friendly campus is not 
technically the responsibility of facilities management, 
a new position has been opened up for a sustainability 
Coordinator who would be hired by the start of the 
next school year and would work specifically on 
environmental issues. 

Alty and Coffee have participated in a number of 
sustainability forums this semester that have given 
students and faculty ways to get involved with the 
green movement and to share different ideas. At one 
such forum, Ross Williford, the current Speaker of the 
House and chair of an SG committee on sustainability, 
said, “This is the best time for sustainability at Wake 
Forest ever—without a doubt” and called for more 
students to get involved with the process. These 

forums are just a preview of a more fixed sustainability 
advisory committee made up of a mix of people and 
to be headed by the newly appointed sustainability 
coordinator in the fall. As student trustee Carolyn 
Harbaugh rightly pointed out at the forum, “We need 
to collaborate with the administration; not fight it and 
see it as the enemy.” 

Perhaps one of the most obvious downfalls to 
creating a more sustainable environment on campus 
is the mindset of many of the students. As Williford 
commented in a forum, “A lot of making a difference on 
campus is changing student behavior.” While recycling 
has slowly been increasing around campus due in 
part to the addition of the new specially designed bins 
in Benson, Reynolda, and the academic buildings, 
recycling still does not come naturally for the majority 
of the students, many of which still believe that Wake 
does not recycle. In reality, the only reason some of 
the bags of recyclables make it to the dump is because 
they have been heavily contaminated with trash, 
which turns the belief that Wake does not recycle 
into a self-fulfilling prophecy. There is only so much 
the administration can do without the support of the 
students. 

Despite all the efforts noted to transform the campus 
into a more environmentally conscious space, it should 
be noted that in 2007, Wake Forest received a D overall 
on the Princeton Review sustainability report card 
that evaluates colleges in the top 100 for endowment 
funding. When asked why our university’s grade was 
so abysmal, Jim Coffey believes that many of the areas 
Wake Forest has improved in are not specifically asked 
about in the evaluation. If Wake is brainstorming and 
implementing as many improvements as I have heard 
about, it seems as if our grade should see a steady 
rise in the next few years or else perhaps we can ask 
our friends over at Duke who received a B to tutor us. 
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sophomore artist In patient southern accent, sophomore Thomas Kozak 

speaks about his relationship with music. Bom in 

Homewood, Alabama, Kozak is the son of French Horn 

symphonist, Kevin Kozak, and cantor singer, Sophie Kozak, 

coming by his talent naturally. He began his relationship 

with music playing piano as a young child and has amassed 

fluency in piano, trumpet, guitar, mandolin, dulcimer, 

ukulele, and banjo, among other instmments. Kozak 

explains his gravitation towards music over other 

mediums, “It is the place where I can find 

my voice the best, you know. Music is 

unique because people are always will¬ 

ing to listen. It is a conversation between 

the audience and I that is spectacular 

because in most senses, I would never 

have an occasion to express to people 

what I am allowed to reveal on stage.” 

Discussing his latest solo project 

Kozak says, “Running to Persia has ex¬ 

isted ever since I first picked up guitar. 

It’s my name for any aspect of my solo 

project that involves the aid of my band- 

mates. However, it’s only recently that 

I have really attempted to get the old 

rickety musical vessel that is my mu¬ 

sic project off the ground. I’m very ea¬ 

ger to get my music out there — to get 

it heard. At first I was hesitant about 

pursuing this music project, so I asked 

my dog what she thought I should do. 

‘She’s a dog,’ my friend said. ‘She 

doesn’t understand what you asked 

her and you’ve been sitting here 

for three days waiting for a reply. 

But if you ask me, I say go for it. ’ 

I’m taking his advice. Songwriting 

and performing are things I love to 

do.” 

Embedded in Kozak’s pas¬ 

sion for music is the clarity of his 

artistic purpose. Within his songs, 

listen to 

thomas at 

myspace.com/ 

thomaskozak 

for which he writes all lyrics, Kozak nar¬ 

rates the struggle and harmony between 

reality and the imagined, life and dream. 

The identifying mark of good music “is 

a realized sense of intent,” he 

discloses, “on the reverse, 

bad music is purely viscer¬ 

al, created purely for fiscal 

or self gratification.” 

Kozak is majoring in 
English and hopes to pursue 

a career as a Screenwrit¬ 
er upon graduation. 



Ratio of Wake Forest students favoring Barack Obama to Hilary Clinton for president, according to a Feb poll: 6 to 1 
Ratio of students favoring Barack Obama to John McCain: 2 to 1 

Year of racial integration at Wake Forest: 1962 
Home of that first “African-American” student: Ghana, Africa 

Year that trustees approved female student enrollment at Wake Forest: 1942 
Year that females were officially allowed to wear “slacks” on campus: 1969 

Description of Wake Forest boys, recorded from a 1966 survey of female students: “[they are] rude, crude, unaccept¬ 
able... retarded mashers” 

Date of the oldest book in the Z. Smith Reynolds library: circa late 14th century 
Estimated number of Styrofoam containers used each day for to-go trips to the PIT: 300-500 

Number of tickets issued by parking management in year 2006-7: 17,178 
Number of “indecent exposure” incidents on campus in the same period: 3 

Occupation and salary of the highest paid worker (excluding athletics) at Wake Forest in 2000: Neurosurgeon, 
$708,687 

Salary of President Nathan O. Hatch in 2006-7: $708,493 
Estimated dollar value of the most expensive piece of art in the Wake Forest Student Union collection: $500,000 

Wake Forest endowment market value in 1985: $145,633,000 (29,588 per student) 
Wake Forest endowment market value in 2006: $1,248,695,000 (157,439 per student) 

Estimated cost for student expenses (tuition, books, room, and board) for one year in 1967: $2,000 
In 1996: $23,350 
In 2008: $47,550 

Average in dollars of financial aid received by students in 2007-8: $22,450 . 
Year that the term “Demon Deacons” was coined: 1922 

Number of new buildings, according to new master plan, that could potentially be added to existing campus property: 
20 

Number of Wake Forest students who left school to enlist for WWII in 1941 and 1942: 800 out of 1150 total 
Number of wooden crosses that students placed throughout campus in 1970 to honor North Carolinians who died in 

the Vietnam War: 1,200 
Number of students that marched later in 1970 from Wait Chapel to President Scales’ home for peace in Vietnam: 600 

Percentage of Wake Forest students in 2007-8 who are Roman Catholic: 24.1% . 
Percentage who are Baptist: 11% 

First year that fraternities were racially integrated: 1967 (2 members in Alpha Sigma Phi) , 
Number of full-time African-American faculty members: 14 (3.5% of total) 

Number of non-white full-time faculty members: 48 
Average SAT of 2007 freshmen class: 1316 

Three most popular Wake Forest majors in order: Business (97 students), Political Science (91), Communication (81) 
Five least popular majors in order: Music History (2), Latin (2), Greek (2), Chinese (0), Russian (0) 

Most popular double major: Spanish (20) 

(Compiled by Andrew Britt, citations available at www.users.wfu.edu/britag5/WakeForestlndex.html) 
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I A. t is to the exquisite tedium of childhood summers 

that I most often return in my poetry,” reveals Wake’s poet- 

in-residence, Conor O’Callaghan. He continues “I vividly 

recall the brilliant monotony of one summer spent reading 

Twain’s Huckleberry Finn in the loft of my grandparents 

bam.” 

From Fiction, 2005 

The Present Writer 

answers questions vaguely, as if from distance, 

cares less for the dribs and drabs of his libido; 

gets more droll, lachrymose, implicit with age; 

The savor of the simultaneous freedoms and borders of ad¬ 

olescent summer is reflected in the scope and patience of 

O’Callaghan’s poetry. It is also echoed in his experience as 

an Irish citizen bom between the geographic limits of North¬ 

ern and Southern Ireland. O’Callaghan explains, “In Belfast 

I am considered a Southern Irish poet; In Dublin I am con¬ 

sidered a Northern Irish poet. In fact I am neither, identify¬ 

ing only in the unmarked place between.” Limning expe¬ 

rience and identity, both realized and imagined, of a space 

unmarked and unexplored by other poets, O’Callaghan mas¬ 

terfully situates the amorphous location of “between” within 

a poetic grasp. 

has backed from the room, the turntable moving 

and a refill pad lying open at the page 

with “swansong” and “glockenspiel” written on it; 

makes collect calls from payphones, lost for words; 

has been known to sleep in the rear seat 

on the hard shoulder, the hazards ticking; 

is given to sudden floods of hope; still dreams 

of swimming pools, in sepia; can take or leave 

a life in shadow; will whoop out of the blue 

and surface on the landing, fork and spoon in hand, 

adrift of what the done thing was; doodles butterflies 

on the envelopes of unread letters; travels happiest 

O’Callaghan was bom in 1968 in Newry, Co. Down, North¬ 

ern Ireland, and grew up in Dundalk, just south of the Irish 

border. He shares his teaching position with wife, and poet, 

Vona Groarke. O’Callaghan and Groarke divide their resi¬ 

dence between North Carolina and Manchester, England 

where the children, Tommy and Eve, attend School. 

O’Callaghan is the recipient of numerous awards, including 

The Bess Hokin Prize (Poetry Magazine) in 2007, The Times 

Educational Fellowship in 1997, The Rooney Prize Special 

Award in 1996, The Patrick Kavanagh Award in 1993, and 

was shortlisted for the Forward Prize in 1994. 

towards daylight and fancies pigeons; gets a kick 

inhabiting the third person, as if talking across himself 

or forever clapping his own exits from the wings. 

Emily White speaks to 
Conor O’Callaghan, 

Wake Forest’s current poet 
in residence, on Ireland, teaching, 

and childhood summers 
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Here Comes the Sun 

High Priestess of soul 

shocks waves 
from ankles to head— 
stops and wrings sharp 

into cool— 
becomes breath, 
that is hands, promising, 

“You were here. 
You melted, I puddled 
you in my palms, waited 
you firm, and you are here.” 

Nina sings and wakes 
the daisies potted 
on the back porch 
to see the sun on days 
when it is not there. 

Petaled faces gun 

where the target hung 
and will hang again. 

Marking where the sun 
shone, knowing 
it will burn back in. 

- Emily White 



Oranges 
Oil on Canvas 

Katherine Robinson 



junior artist 
erhaps because she was bom into a family of 
athletes who don’t naturally know how to 
respond to her art, Katie Shuford has always 

been conscious of connecting with her audience 
through her sculpture. “My family didn’t know what 
to do with me when I started doing art,” Shuford 
says. “They don’t know what to do with me ever.” 

“I’m completely impractical” 

To accommodate those who have not been exposed 
to art, Shuford displays her work with written ex¬ 
planations to identify the concept she is trying to 
convey. “I can’t be there to explain to every person 

my thoughts behind my work, but they can read an 
explanation and it makes the art more attainable to 

them.” 
Shuford decides upon her materials depend¬ 

ing on her concepts, stops at nothing in choosing 
medium for her sculptures. She has worked with 
pieces of road-kill, pills, and cornstarch mixed with 
water. “I’m completely impractical,” Shuford says 
of her material choices. Impracticality suits her, 
though, as Shuford has learned to use her materials 
as metaphor. Her current obsession is working with 
memory, “trying to remember things of the past and 

really get back in a moment, but never being able 
to return to them in the exact way you remember 
them.” Though her style is not necessarily visual, 
Shuford’s works certainly all make sense together. 
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Shuford hopes to teach either art or Spanish as a 
second language after graduation. “1 just kind of 
never, ever, imagined supporting myself as an art¬ 

ist,” Shuford says. “I need a routine in my life to 

keep it going. If I was just freeform all the time, 
it would be awful for me.” Apart from teaching, 
Shuford also wants to pursue a lifestyle as a con¬ 
stant traveler, starting in Chile and moving for¬ 
ward from there. Katie’s work will be displayed 

starting Friday May 2 at the DAD A center, as part 

of the Bodies & Objects show. 
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On Losing Thought 

I can’t seem to remember if the priest 
Had called us in so we could take our seats 

Before a laquered casket made of oak, 
Or if the solemn view had called our slow 
And vacant eyes to move our restless feet 

That were eager to go anywhere but 
Through the chapel doors, where jazz was playing 

And a baseball game was on and saying 

“Strike three.” I tasted history: its cold 
Unceasing gears that seize the present, bold 

By innocence. My hands grabbed at my tie 
And pulled the knot against my throat so that 
My breath was cut short. My hands fought my hands. 
My eyes, they fought the glaze. My thoughts locked hard 
On losing thought because it’s thought that gripped 

Me. And then the voice of my father ripped 
Away the fear that held my lungs. His words 
Were suns to shadows: illuminating. 
Light with heavy honesty, betraying 
Dim, effusive gloom. Then his voice went lost 
And four hands dipped to grab the coffin’s bars 

And eight feet marched in shadow to the car. 

-Thomas Kozak 



Nick Drake 

You didn’t ask clinking taverns to listen, 
fragile measures fell unnoted 
from messy hair and sizable hands. 

You didn’t tell your friends 
that you would drop in 
for a few days. They just reached 
open screen doors to let you sit 
in your smoke and sleep on the carpet. 

You didn’t tell your sister 
that borrowed booths 
and clustered chords 
were the only part of you left breathing. 

You didn’t tell your mum 
of sleeplessness, she already knew— 
hearing floorboards moan 
as you shuffled to the kitchen. 

One night floors failed to sing 
and in that kitchen too many pills 
toasted time taking too long, 

long legs your mother went to wake 

limp upon the mattress. 

- Molly Bolton 



Vespers 

I don’t know where to place the blame 
For losing what some loved so well. 

It left as simply as it came 

I heard you put it in my name 

Before I told you off to hell 
For knowing where to place the blame. 

First absence always leaves me lame 
The gorge that’s wrecked by where I fell 

Ripped in silence, as I came. 

In tired feet that shuffle shame 
At all the things we buy to sell 
Pretend they’ve never felt the blame. 

You cut the wick beneath the flame 
And all that could have gone so well 
Was lost before the chance to blame 
What left as heedless as it came. 

- Thomas Kozak 



Septimus 

Look closer at the beating of its heart, 
And watch the darkness that its eyes display, 
And question its creation and its art, 

And it will set a fragile mind ablaze. 
Toward the forest with his head aflame 
A soldier walks to set the trees on fire 
While begging more to come and do the same, 
But fire’s crackle is its proper choir. 
The trees, becoming ashes, quickly hush, 
And leave the lonely wood in disarray. 
The treesong clashes with the city’s thrush, 
Upholding its convincing serenade. 
The soldier with his pious head aflame 
Is sad he is the only one who came. 

- Elliot Issac 
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senior artist 

“L 
ately I’ve found that my artistic vision lies 
in exploring the dichotomy of the beauty 
and brokenness in life,” explains Emily 

Brooks, a senior Studio Arts major from Raleigh, NC. 
Brooks, who focuses the majority of her studio time 
on printmaking, creates art that narrates the physical 
and emotional movement from despair to deliver¬ 
ance. The subtlety of her work shies from didacti¬ 
cism and sentimentality, instead working in a way 
to quietly communicate the swiftness of movement 
from one expressive location into a disparate other. 
Brooks, also a dancer, describes her studio work as 
physical movement, “entrechat is the movement of 
feet from one place to another mid-air, the quick shift 
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from one position to another.” The ethereal lightness 
of her work bears witness and reflects this intention. 
In her honors project, Brooks specifically studies hu¬ 
man legs as the vessels of progress, focusing on a 
range from mundane to extraordinary representation. 
Her work hopes to move the observer from cognitive 
categorization to visceral experience. 

“Fve found that my artistic 

vision lies in exploring the 

dichotomy of the beauty 

and brokenness in life” 



Discussing the influence of modem artists on her work, Brooks cites Makoto 

Fujimura as an icon. After 20 years as a successful artist in Japan and the 

U.S., Fujimura has become a voice of bi-cultural authority on the nature and 

cultural assessment of beauty, by both creating it and exploring its forms. His 

paintings address the creative process and explore what it means to see. Artist 

and critic Robert Kushner wrote, “The idea of forging a new kind of art, about 

hope, healing, redemption, refuge, while maintaining visual sophistication and 

intellectual integrity is a growing movement, one which finds Fujimura’s work 

at the vanguard.” 
After graduation, Brooks plans to join the front line of this artistic 

movement, working in a gallery in New York while pursuing her own art. 

Emily’s Honors show will run from April 28 through May 2 in the Mezzanine 

Gallery in the Scales Fine Arts Center. 

i 

i 
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Untitled Caldwell Tanner 

Oil on Canvas 
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I have said your name 
as prayer, as a blessing, 
as a teething want. 

- Emily White 
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^""Vl | ■ It’s time to bust out your calendars, friends, for these four seniors are undoubtedly the most 

* M M powerful soothsayers that have ever graced Wake Forest with their presence. They have all 
spent the last few years prognosticating heavily, whether interning with Miss Cleo, huffing aether, or searching. 
Nostradamus’ works for clues about the Subway ladies’ mood swings. Since they’re graduating in May (witlo^ 
honors in Augury and Divinations), we begged them to fill us in on how the rest of 2008 is going to play out. 

Thankfully, they obliged us. Legal Disclaimer. Although we have full faith in the following prophesies, every 
member of the 3-to-4 oz. staff will be working diligently over the next eight months to make sure that all of 

these predictions come true. 

- March 21 - April 20 

Don’t be so rash. Good things come to those who wait tables. Play it on the safe side and avoid the ides of every 
month. In September, when Saturn breaks into Mars’ vacant beach house, you should brush up on your Spanish. 
Be careful around flying mammals. Something will happen to you on August 5th, and you may or not find it 
offensive. Just to be safe, heed the advice of your fellow Aries Jamie Lynn Spears: “Buy low, sell high, and use 

condoms.” 

-April 21 - May 21 

Venus will be a prominent force for the rest of 2008. This will be a problem for you if you don’t learn to loosen 
up and make love like you mean it. On the other hand, your controlling habits may work to your advantage 
when that foxy little Leo you’ve been eyeing starts begging for your attention. Treat them well and you’ll be 
sure to reap the rewards. However, if your eye should wander elsewhere, follow its lead for Zeus’ sake. There 
are all too many scaly Pisces ready to swim in your pond for you to be worrying about one silly mammal. 

- May 22 - June 23 

As friendly Jupiter hops into malicious Mercury’s new Prius, your creative side will ignite. Needless to say, the 
results will be impressive. You have a tendency towards distraction and boredom and this year is no exception. 
You’re probably not even reading this anymore. Avoid all repetitive actions. Avoid all repetitive actions, for 

consecutive days of happiness will lead you to despair. Happiness is a warm gun. As notorious Gemini Biggie 
Smalls once noted, “Sticks and stones may break bones, but the gat will kill you quicker.” 
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June 23 - July 22 

Like your symbol, the crab, you are conniving, self-serving, and labeled impure by the Pentateuch. You often lash 

out at others recklessly. Your negative attitude will turn friends and acquaintances against you over the coming 
months. Don’t expect your relationships to be mended easily; reparations could take years. Look out for severe 
Physical changes in the next six months, as your appearance will take a turn for the worse. When your parents 
told you that you were bom under a lucky sign, you didn’t realize that they were literally referring to the fact that 

you were delivered beneath the flashing lights of a Vegas slot machine. Neonatal zing! 

- July 23 - August 23 

You are beginning to experience a historically unprecedented disconnect with your stars. To repair this divide, 
join your fellow Leo, Madonna, in a nightly rendition of her hit song “Lucky Star.” If you’re able to perfectly 
mimic her feigned British accent, someone you thought had left your life forever will reappear and romance will 
return to your life. Also, always remember that even though your symbol, the lion, is considered the king of the 
jungle, there are always other vicious Leo’s looking to force you into a herd of stampeding wildebeests. You will 
notice that the circle of life will start to look a little oblong around Christmas time, but that’s just your eyes going. 

See an optometrist while you still can. 

- August 24 - September 22 

Sure, friend, you have a lot to be proud about. But don’t get too high on yourself, Icams. When Ursa Major begins 
to slurp honey from the Big Dipper, you’ll come down with a mysterious ailment that makes it impossible for you 
to watch any television show other than “Dora the Explorer.” The only way to regain control of your remote is to 
beat Nathan O. Hatch in three consecutive games of Wake Forest Monopoly. On a lighter note, friends and lovers 
may accuse you of snobbery, but fret not - they’re simply ill-bred and inferior. Finally, just because it’s a salad 

doesn’t mean it’s not fast food. Obama? 

- September 23 - October 23 

The rest of 2008 will be anything but fair for you, you poor, poor soul. The only way to tip the scales in your 
favor is to avoid four-way intersections, moldy moldings, cream of wheat, love seats, pastels, Halloween, banana 
boats, and Will Ferrell movies. As fellow Libra, Jerry Lee Louis, once pointed out, goodness gracious great 
balls of fire will bum down your apartment in the dry heat of late summer, so you may want to plan on taking a 

vucation and a great deal of Valium. 

- October 24 - November 22 

Scorpio, you are one intense little creature. You have enough poison in your tail to destroy everything around you, 
So be sure to avoid all public places. Be especially wary of The Pit, Paper Moon, IHOP, and Wait Chapel. Don’t 
despair, my little invertebrate friend, as there is still some hope for you. Study the moves of your co-Scorpio, 
Hillary Rodham Clinton: persistence has the potential to pay off. Sort-of. As for love? Steer clear of any obvious 

fractions. Look to the back of the class, find a person who you could never be less attracted to, and go for the 
kill. 



- November 23 - December 21 

Beware of continental drift, Michael Crichton novels, and pomegranates. In December, colleagues will accuse 
you of being a Communist, and they won’t be entirely wrong. Your carbon footprint will continue to grow 
larger despite the countless hours that you’ll spend on FreeRice.com. Celine Dion will release a song in the next 
few months that is, exactly as you will suspect, based entirely on your childhood. By year’s end, you will lose 

something that’s very important to you. It may or may not be your religion. 

- December 22 - January 19 

Face it. Your patient and methodical approach to life is such a bore. Try something spontaneous and you will 
surely be rewarded with a mall gift certificate. Be careful though, as you must redeem it within 60 days. The 
purchase that you make will be life-changing, so be sure to shop at Talbot’s. Also, remember that “all-purpose” 
cleaner doesn’t really serve all purposes. It certainly won’t cleanse you of the guilt that you feel for lying about 
that stain to your roommate. Lastly, you must always keep an open mind because you just may realize that even 

though marijuana is a gateway drug, dude, you’re getting a Dell. 

- January 20 - February 18 

Aquarius Extraordinaire Sonny Bono put it best when he said, “mediocre spirits have often encountered 
violent opposition from less than mediocre minds.” In other words, you know why the caged bird sings. When 
Uranus, with its backwards-spinning moon, enters the eleventh house through the side door, prepare yourself 
for an influx of new roommates. If you’re planning on studying a broad in the fall, you might as well study a 
few. Looking for a new use for your worthless greenbacks? Go ahead and bum them as eco-friendly fuel. In 
summation: now is not the time for excuses. If “if’s” and “but’s” were fruits and nuts, we’d all have a Merry 

Kwanzaa. 

- February 19 - March 20 

True to your sign, you tend to drift through the waves of life like a fish. Unfortunately, your ocean contains 
dangerously high levels of Mercury. The wordy red planet has spoken out against you. To avoid the swift 
and just wrath of the craggy orb, stay away from all mainstream communication channels, including cellular 
devices. Keep your eyes peeled, however, as crucial messages will begin to appear in unexpected places. Craig’s 
List missed connections, faxes from the Benson Copy Center, and dulcimer-playing midgets will all aid with 

your insider trading. 
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You are what you eat 
Digital 
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